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Given a polynomial p(z) of degree n with integer coefficients, whose absolute values are 
bounded above by 2'% and a specified integer p, we show that the problem of determining all 
roots of p with error less than 2 -e  is in the parallel complexity class NC. To do this, we 
construct an algorithm which runs on at most D(n+m+#) / processors in at most 
C loge(n + m-  p) parallel steps, where the constants C, D, e, f are given in terms of the corre- 
sponding processor and time bounds for the computation of certain elementary polynomial 
and matrix operations. In fact, one can easily see that the time complexity is O(log3(n + 
m +p)) .  Thus, the algorithm presented here extends the algorithm of Ben-Or, Feig, Kozen, 
and Tiwari by removing the severe restriction that all the roots of p(z) be real. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of approximating all the roots of a polynomial p(z) with integer 
(or rational) coeffients is one of such basic importance to almost every branch of 
mathematics and computer science that it seems nearly pointless to give any 
justification for its study. The real question is not whether it is an important 
problem, but instead, whether, after hundreds of years of intense study by some of 
the world's finest mathematicians and a seemingly endless number of publications 
on the subject, there is really anything new to say about it. 
Since the early part of this century, relatively little has been added to our 
knowledge of actual methods for polynomial root finding. The more recent publi- 
cations on the subject end to concentrate on the task of carefully analyzing the 
complexity of already known methods and their variations, or on finding useful 
criteria on the input polynomials which will guarantee that the usual methods will 
work unusually well. The first real exception to this came in a beautiful, ground- 
breaking work by Michael Ben-Or, Ephraim Feig, Dexter Kozen, and Prasoon 
Tiwari [1] which appeared at this conference in 1986, which was itself partially 
motivated by the work of Sch6nhage [29]. Until that time all known methods were 
either inherently sequential in nature (find one root, usually the "largest," and then 
"deflate" the polynomial until a linear polynomial is reached), or they did not 
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converge to the individual roots ofp(z) "fast enough" in the general case. Belonging 
to this second class are some very elegant algorithms uch as the qd algorithm and 
Graffe's method, both of which are as parallel as possible in that they go after all 
the roots of the input polynomial independently; and thus, in a parallel implemen- 
tation, the roots can be computed simultaneously. The beauty of the Ben-Or, Feig, 
Kozen, Tiwari (BFKT) algorithm is that it is the first procedure that manages to 
compromise, or split the difference, between the two other algorithmic extremes. 
While it does not try to find all the roots of p(z) independently (it does involve a 
certain kind of "deflation" of the polynomial), it nevertheless avoids being 
completely sequential. It can also be shown to have a much faster worst-case rate of 
convergence than the qd algorithm and Graffe's method; in fact it always converges 
nearly as fast as Newton's method on its best behavior. 
The discovery of the BFKT algorithm thus marked the first time that the 
problem of finding roots of a polynomial to a specified number of bits of precision 
could be put in the complexity class NC. The only drawback of the algorithm, and 
this was severe, was that it was limited to a very small class of input polynomials, 
those with only roots. To understand this limitation is important. It is not that the 
algorithm only found the real roots of an arbitrary polynomial. It would first check 
to see if all the roots of the input polynomial, p(z) were real; if they were it would 
find them, but if any of the roots were not real, it would halt immediately. In fact, 
in El] they show that the problem of finding all roots of any polynomial is 
NC-reducible to the simpler problem of finding all real roots of any polynomial, 
which may or may not also have complex roots. For several years now, there has 
been no NC algorithm to solve the general root-finding problem, nor has it even 
been known whether this problem was, or was not, in the class NC. This has been 
an annoying ap in our knowledge of the theory of parallel arithmetic omplexity 
[3], one which has received attention in recent years especially because it is closely 
tied to the field of computational gebraic geometry by the work of Ben-Or et al. 
[2], Canny [7], Renegar [24, 25] and others. 
In this paper we fill the gap. We constructed an NC algorithm which solves the 
general root-finding problem, whose time complexity is, within a constant factor, 
the same as the BFKT algorithm. (Ben-Or and Tiwari [3] have recently improved 
the original algorithm so that it has slightly better time complexity. It also has 
much better processor complexity and is considerably simpler.) In the process we 
also prove a pair of new theorems about the geometry of roots of a polynomial in 
a complex variable, which are of interest in their own right. 
The BFKT algorithm is similar to standard iterative algorithms based on "defla- 
tion" in the sense that it does sequentially split the polynomial into smaller and 
smaller factors. Unlike the standard algorithms though, it does this splitting in a 
"balanced" way. The standard approach is to find (i.e., approximate) one root rl of 
the polynomial p(z) and then split p into (approximate) factors (z-r l )p2(z) .  The 
algorithm must then recursively find a root of the degree n -  1 polynomial pz(z) 
and continue n -  1 times until p(z) is represented as a product of n linear factors. 
The BFKT algorithm, on the other hand, splits p(z) directly into approximate 
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factors pl(z) and p2(z), of degrees nl and n2, with the property that neither nl nor 
n2 is greater than 3n/4. It is precisely this property of the algorithm that allows for 
a nontrivial parallel implementation, because the depth of the factorization chain 
can now be kept to O(log n) rather than O(n). 
In order to do this balanced splitting, BFKT find a "splitting point," x, which is 
computed via a Sturm sequence and which is guaranteed to lie roughly in the 
middle of all the roots as they are ordered on the real line. That is, no fewer than 
¼ of the roots ofp lie either to the right or to the left of x. (One only needs a little 
experience with other root finding methods to see how remarkable this result is. 
It is easy to compute "mean-like" functions of the roots of p directly from its 
coefficients, but the splitting point x is not like any of these quantities. It is a 
"median-like" quantity, remaining essentially unchanged by very large changes in a 
small number of roots.) They then use an ingenious contour integration scheme to 
compute factors ofp corresponding to the roots which lie to the left and to the right 
of x, respectively. There are at least two real difficulties in extending this technique 
to polynomials with complex roots though. First, the integration scheme fails 
because the contours may pass too close to a root of p. Second, and much worse, 
the method for finding a splitting point will now fail. In fact, it is not even clear 
exactly what is meant by a splitting point anymore. Nevertheless, we will give a way 
to extend the BFKT methods. While we do not quite achieve the 1 3 splitting that ~-~
they obtain, we will be able to obtain a -~-6 s- splitting. 
In keeping with its subject matter, this paper is best thought of as two papers 
presented in parallel. One of these papers mainly consists of a collection of rather 
dry estimates concerning polynomials along with some careful, but tedious numeri- 
cal analysis. The other paper is about a subtle and elegant result concerning 
geometry and has very little to do with analysis. (The contents of the latter paper 
can be found mainly, although not entirely, in Sections 5 and 7.) It would be a 
good idea for the reader to keep this in mind, since it will almost certainly lead to 
a better appreciation of the result as a whole. One might wonder why we bother 
to present he "boring" analytical paper at all, since its presence may detract from 
the "interesting" geometric one; but it is only in the presence of the former that one 
can completely appreciate the latter. 
The original intention was to do an equally careful job of presenting both parts; 
however, as the writing progressed, it became clear that some of the details of the 
analysis would have to be omitted in order to keep the fundamental ideas from 
slipping into the background. In particular, a careful reader will note that a few 
minor steps of the algorithm are not explicitly accounted for in the complexity 
estimates. For example, at several points the work associated with computing the 
coefficients of the derivative of a polynomial from the coefficients of the polynomial 
itself has been ignored. In all such cases, however, the step ignored is NC ~ and uses 
only linearly many processors, so that its omission does not change the higher 
order terms in the complexity bounds for the entire algorithm. Also, an attempt has 
been made to avoid much of the formalism of an exact model of parallel 
computation, even though there are several available. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In the text that follows we use the notation [z[ for the usual norm of a complex 
number z, while [[z[[ is the number of binary digits required to represent he 
"fractional part" of z using binary notation. That is, if fl is a rational number of the 
form a/2 m, where a and m~>0 are integers, and a is odd, then [[fi][ =m. If fl is real 
and not of this form, then [[fil[=oo, and for complex z, Ilzll=max{l[re(z)[[, 
Ilim(z)[I }. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all logarithms in this paper will be 
base 2; that is, log n means log2 n. In fact, we will usually be interested in integer 
quantities, so often log n will mean the least integer greater than or equal to 
log2 n.This meaning should be clear from the context. The rest of the notation is 
either standard or contained in the definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let p(z) = Zy= o rlj zj be a polynomial. For any real value ~ t> 1, 
define 
( --~0 x 1/c~ Ipl== It/jl =) ; (2.1.1) 
J 
[p[~ is also defined when ~ = oo by 
IPlo~= max {l~jl}. (2.1.2) 
O<~j<~n 
We call [p[= the e-coefficient norm ofp. Also, 
Ilpl[= max {ll~jll}. (2.1.3) 
O<~j<~n 
DEFINITION 2.2. Ifp(z) is a polynomial of degree n and has roots r I . . . .  , rn, then 
the minimum root separation of p and the root radius of p are defined respectively 
by 
d(p) = min {Ir j -  rkl } (2.2.1) 
j ¢k  
p(p)= max {Irj[}. (2.2.2) 
l<~j~n 
If z is a point in the complex plane, then 
A(z,p)- -  min {]z-r j l}  (2.2.3) 
l<~j~n 
is the distance from z to the set of roots of p. We also will find it convenient to 
define 
A(p) = min {]r j -  rk[ } (2.2.4) 
rj va rk 
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and call this the minimum distinct root separation ofp. Note that A(p)= 0 i fp has 
multiple roots, but that zl(p) is never equal to 0. In the case of 2.2.l and 2.2.4, we 
assume that n i> 2. 
We also will have need to refer to the root distance, A(p, q), between two poly- 
nomials p(z) and q(z), which is defined by 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose p(z) is of degree n with roots r~ ..... rn, and q(z) is of 
degree k with roots s~ .... , sk. If k ~< n, then define 
A(p, q)=min  { max {Isj-r~(j)l}}, (2.3.1) 
~reZ n l~ j<~k 
where the minimum is taken over all permutations a of the integers 1, ..., n. If k > n, 
we define A(p, q) -- A(q, p). 
Intuitively, A(p, q) is the furthest any root o fp  is from the "corresponding" root 
of q. 
DEHNITION 2.4. Let n and m be two positive integers. We denote by ~m the 
class of all polynomials p(z) with integer coefficients, which satisfy fpl co < 2 m. ~a~ 
will denote the subclass of polynomials p(z) e ~,~ with deg(p) = n. 
Note that we can identify ~,  with a subspace of (22) ("+1)(m+1). For the sake 
of simplicity, it will also be convenient for us to refer to two other closely related 
polynomial classes. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For each pair of integers m >~ 1 and M >~ 0, JgM~m is the class 
of all monic polynomials q(z) with rational coefficients, such that ]ql oo ~< 2m and 
Irq[I ~< M. Naturally, ~u~ is the subclass of all q(z)~ JP/MNm with deg(q)= n. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Given p(z) ~ ~,  a #-digit approximation to the roots of p is a 
set of complex numbers Pl ..... Pn such that, for all 1 <<.j<~n, 
I&-r j l  <2 -~, (2.6.1) 
where rl ..... rn are all the (unknown) roots ofp(z). We also require that & be real 
whenever rj is real. 
Problem 2.7 (NC polynomial root isolation). Give and algorithm A such that, 
for any choice of integers n, m, /* (n, m positive), and a polynomial p(z)ega~m, A
computes a/,-digit approximation to the roots of p(z) in at most C loge(n + m +/,) 
parallel steps, using at most D(n + m +/,)f processors, where C, D, e, f are positive 
constants which are independent of n, m, and/*. 
For the remainder of this paper we shall make the assumption that 
2 - "  ~< ~ A(p). (2.8) 
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Geometrically, (2.8) means that the precision specified in the input to the algorithm 
is fine enough so that the output will distinguish between all of the distinct roots 
of p. This assumption is not essential to prove the results that follow, but it does 
simplify their justification. Moreover, if one is only interested in solving 2.7, and 
not in making the bounds involved as tight as possible, then (2.8) imposes no 
restrictions at all since it only requires that # ~ O(n(log n + m)) (see Corollary 4.4). 
3. OUTLINE OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM 
In order to solve the general problem, 2.7, we focus our attention on constructing 
what we shall call the basic algorithm, whose goat is only to approximate the real 
roots of the polynomial p(z) rather than all of them. While this may seem like a 
much less ambitious goal than that which is required by 2.7, it is in fact where most 
of the work lies, since the general problem can, by use of elementary computations, 
be reduced to a problem which is solvable by our basic algorithm. For details of 
this reduction see [ 1 ]. The following is a broad outline of the basic algorithm for 
fixed n, m, #. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Input. A polynomial p(z)~ g~ and an integer/~. 
Output. Rational numbers Pl ..... /9 k (k<n) such that, for all 1 <.j<.k, Ipj-rjl < 
2 -u, where rl, ..., rk are the distinct, real roots ofp(z). 
Steps. 
3.1.1. Compute p(z)=p(z)/GCD(p(z),p'(z)), and set m'=n+m. Then 
p(z) ~ ,  for some n' ~<n (see Corollary 4.9). Moreover, p has the same distinct 
roots as p, but no multiple roots. 
3.1.2. Let an' be the leading coefficient of /~ and set ~(z):=(1/~n,)p(z). 
Compute q(z) ~ "' d/g~m., where 
(a) M=M(n',  m', #) is a global constant (the precision) for the entire 
computation which we will give in detail later. 
(b) Iq -  ~l co < 2-M. 
3.1.3. Set k := deg(q). If k = 0 then terminate this branch of the computation 
and return no value. If k= 1 then q(z)=z+bo, so terminate and return the 
value -bo.  If k >I 2 then continue with 3.1.4. 
3.1.4. Compute relatively prime, monic polynomials ql(z) and q2(z), each 
having distinct roots, which are "good" approximations to factors of q(z). More 
precisely we mean that 
(a) There are (real) polynomials col(z ), ~%(z), and w(z) such that 
q(z)=o~l(Z)O.)2(z ) w(z), w(z) has no real roots, and ]qj-o~jl~ <2 -M 
for j=  1, 2. 
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The approximate factors qi and q2 will also satisfy 
(b) ql and q2 are both in JZM~m'. 
(C) max(deg(ql), deg(q2))~<2k, where ~ 2 < 1 is a fixed positive constant 
which does not depend on any of the parameters n, m, #. (For example, 
2 = ~ will work.) 
3.1.5. Split the computation i to two parallel branches. For one branch, we 
set q := qa and return to 3.1.3; for the second branch, we set q := q2 and also return 
to 3.1.3. 
As with most algorithms dealing with polynomials, the first step, 3.1.1, is to 
remove multiple factors. In the context of this paper though, we must be able to 
perform this computation within the confines of the class NC (so the most familiar 
methods, such as the Euclidean algorithm cannot be used here). Fortunately, 
several methods for doing this are already known [12, 13, 30]. For later reference, 
let us say that this computation can be performed in To(n, m) parallel time using 
at most So(n, m) processors. That is, To(n, m) is the parallel time required to 
compute the square free part of a degree npolynomial with m-bit integer coefficients, 
and So(n, m) is the number of processors required for this computation. The 
algorithms of [12, 13, 30J tell us that these quantities can be bounded by 
To(n, m) <~ CoMT(2n - 1, m) 
So(n, m) <~ DonMS(2n -- 1, m), 
(3.2.1) 
where MT(j,k) and MS(j, k) are, respectively, the parallel time and number of 
processors required to solve a j x j system of linear equations with m-bit integer 
coefficients, and Co and Do are constants. 
If ~(z)=~27"=o 5j zi, then step 3.1.2 merely consists of computing (in parallel) at 
most m' + M bits of the binary expansion of each rational number 5Jgt,,. If we let 
T~(n, m', M) and S~(n, m', M) be the parallel time and the number of processors 
required to perform this computation, then (trivially) we have 
Tl(n, m', M) <~ DT(m', M) 
Sa(n, m', M)<<. n DS(m', M ), 
(3.2.2) 
where DT(j, k) and DS(j, k) are, respectively, the parallel time and number of 
processors required to compute the fixed point binary representation f the quotient 
of two j-bit integers to within 2 -k. 
Now, in order to better understand the global nature of Algorithm 3.l, let us call 
each pass through the three steps 3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5, an S-node of the computa- 
tion. It is clear from 3.1.4(c) that the number of S-nodes in any one branch of the 
algorithm is at most -( log 2) -1 log(n'), which is, of course, less than or equal to 
- ( log2) 1log(n). If we let Y(k ,m' ,M)  be an upper bound for the parallel 
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computation time of one S-node, on a polynomial q E k .//gM¢~,, then the total 
parallel time for Algorithm 3.1, Y(A), will be bounded above by 
:-(A) < To(n, m) + Tl(n, m', M) + Y(n', m', M) 
+ ~-()m', rn', M) + -.- + J-(1, m', M). (3.3) 
We will show in the following sections that J-(k, m', M) ~< 5-(n, m', M) for k~< n, 
and that Y-(n, m', M) is polylogarithmically bounded, so that 3.3 becomes 
Y(A)  < To(n, m) + Tl(n, m', M) + (-log)~)-1 log(n) Y-(n, m', M) (3.4) 
which will then give an NC time bound for the entire algorithm. 
Suppose also that St(k, m', M) is an upper bound for the number of processors 
needed to compute one S-node, on a polynomial q~ .:lMNm,. We will show that 
St(k,m',M)<...St(n,m',M) for k<~n, and that St(n,m',M) is polynomially 
bounded. So if St(A) is the number of processors needed in Algorithm 3.1, then 
oCt(A) ~< max{So(n, m), St(n, m', M ), nst(n, m', M)} (3.5) 
which will give an NC processor bound for the algorithm. 
When the computation i 3.2 terminates, we will be left with k (where k <~ n' <~ n) 
rational numbers p~ with liP, II ~ M. In the next section we will see how to pick the 
integer M so that the set {Pt} will be a #-digit approximation to the real roots 
ofp. 
4. APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION 
The analysis in this section is similar to that which is found in [1, Section 2]. In 
fact, for the purpose of solving 2.7, it would be possible for us to simply quote the 
main result of that section here. However, by using Theorem 4.7, the result we 
obtain in this paper (Corollary 4.11) improves the similar estimate found in [ 1 ] by 
about 2n + nm digits. Thus, it essentially cuts in half the number of digits required 
in the intermediate computations of both Algorithm 3.1 and the algorithm in [ 1 ]. 
For the reader interested only in O-type estimates, this does not affect the end 
result in any way, and such a reader can proceed directly to Section 5 without 
missing the main thrust of this paper. Section 4 has been included though, in part to 
make the paper as self-contained aspossible, but also because it is of some interest 
to improve the complexity bounds, even if only by a multiplicative constant. 
The following basic theorems will be used frequently in the remainder of the 
paper. As before we will take p(z)= Z~-=o ajz: to be a polynomial of degree n. 
LEMMA 4.1 [14, Vol. 1]. p(p)<~la.I -~ [p l~+l .  
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An easy application of Minkowski's inequality gives 
LEMMA 4.2. For all 1 <<. ~ <~ ~,  
IPq[~ < . [PI~ rqll. (4.2.1) 
The assumption that p(z) has integer coefficients enters into the complexity 
estimates for 3.1 through the following theorem, which gives a lower bound on the 
minimum root separation. 
THEOREM 4.3 [19]. I f  p(z) ~ ~,  n >~ 2, and p has no multiple roots, then 
A(p) >/x//3 n - (n+ 2)/2 [Pl ?(n-- 1) 
Estimating [P[1 by (n+ 1)2 m we have 
COROLLARY 4.4. For all p ~  with distinct roots, A(p)> 2 -°, where O= 
((3n + 2)/2) log n + (n - 1) m. 
The next theorem is crucial in giving a useful bound for the intermediate 
coefficient bit length M used in Algorithm 3.1. It gives a bound on how far the roots 
of a polynomial can be moved when its coefficients are perturbed. 
THEOREM 4.5 [15] (Ostrowski). Suppose p(z )=zn +a~_ lzn - l  + ... +a o and 
q(z) = z" + b, _ 1 z ' -  1 + ... + bo are monic polynomials of degree n. Let 
7=2( max {(max{Jail, ]bj[})i/("-J/}) 
O<~j<~n--1 
and define fi >10 by 
n--1 
a~= Z Ibj-ajl wJ, 
j=O 
Then 
A(p, q) < 2n6. (4.5.1) 
COROLLARY 4.6. I f  p and q are monic polynomials of degree n, [p]~<2 m-  1, 
and ]P-q[o~ <~2-~ for some to>0, then 
A(p, q) < 2 m+l°gn+2-rc/n. (4.6.1) 
We need slightly more than Corollary 4.6 to bound M though. This is because the 
intermediate factors of the input polynomial p may have coefficients which are 
larger than the original coefficient bound, 2". The purpose of the next theorem and 
its corollary is to show that their coefficients cannot be too much larger. 
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THEOREM 4.7 [-18]. Suppose p(z )=zn +an--azn--l + "'" +ao is a monic 
(complex) polynomial and that v(z) = z k + vk_ lZ k~- 1 + ... + Vo is a monie (complex) 
factor of p(z) of degree k. That is, p(z) = v(z) u(z), where u(z) is a monic polynomial 
with complex coefficients. Then 
Ivjl ~(k- 1) (4.7.1) 
for all l <~j<~k-1. Moreover, if we adopt the convention that (k - - l l )~- - - (kk l )=o ,
then 4.7.1 remains true for j = 0 and j = k. 
We can use a refinement of Stirling's formula to show that for all integers 
O<~j<~k, 
(~)  ~ (z:+ 1)-~/2 2 ~ . (4.8) 
As a result we have 
COROLL~atY 4.9. Suppose that p(z) is a monic polynomial of degree n, and v(z) 
is a monic polynomial factor of p of degree less than n. Then 
Now, by combining Corollary 4.9 with Lemma4.2 and by using 
applications of the triangle inequality, we are led to the following. 
(4.9.1) 
repeated 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose that p is a monic polynomial of degree n. Let m and M 
be real constants ueh that I P[ co ~< 2m - -  1 ,  and M > log n; and let Po, Pl ..... Pn- 1 be 
a sequence of monic polynomials which satisfy the following conditions 
I P -  Pol co ~ 2 -M (4.10.1) 
and for each 0 <~ j <~ n-  2 there are monic polynomials P jl, P j2, qjl, qj2, and wj, such 
that 
Then 
pj(z) = Pjl(Z) qjl(Z) Wj(Z) 
Pj+ l(Z) = Pj2(Z) qj2(Z) Wj(Z) 
max{lPj2--Pjl[~, ]qj2--qjl]~} <<- 2-~.  
[p -p j [~o<2 M-l-22n+2m+l°gn M 
(4.10.2) 
(4.10.3) 
(4.10.4) 
(4.10.5) 
for all l <~ j <~ n -1 .  
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A careful proof of Theorem 4.10 would be somewhat long and tedious, but 
conceptually it is quite simple. The triangle inequality allows us to write 
I p -  pj+, l  ~ < Ip-&loo + Ipj-pj+llo~ 
and then the proof can be completed by estimating the first term on the right induc- 
tively and estimating the second term by way of Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.9. 
Applying Corollary 4.6 to Theorem 4.10 now gives 
COROLLARY 4.11. With the notation as in Theorem 4.10, /f 
M>.n(#+m+logn+4)+2m+logn+ 1 (4.11.1) 
then A(p, pj)<~2-U for all 1 <.j<<.n- 1. 
The point of Corollary 4.11 is that if we take M in 3.1.2(a) to be 
M=[-n(#+m' +logn+4)+ 2m' +logn+ 17 
=[n(#+m+n+logn+4)+2m+2n+logn+ 17 (4.11.2) 
then the rational numbers, p1, available at the end of the computation 3.1, will all 
be within 2 -~ of some root ofp. Because of the condition in 3.1.4, that w(z) have 
no real roots, it is easy to see that all of the real roots ofp are approximated within 
2 -~ by some Pl. Thus, we now know how accurately we must compute the 
approximate factors qa and q2 in 3.1.4, but we are left with the main problem, 
which is to find a fast parallel method for computing them. 
5. q-SPLITTINGS OF THE COMPLEX PLANE 
Approximating the factors col(z) and c%(z) to the required accuracy, as discussed 
in the previous ection, only assures that the values computed by Algorithm 3.1 are 
accurate to the specified precision, 2 ~. The key to making the Algorithm run 
in polylog time though is condition 3.1.4(c). For example, we could easily use 
standard techniques (see the qd Algorithm in [14, 15]) to split the polynomial q(z) 
of degree k into approximate factors q~(z) of degree 1 and q2(z) of degree k -  1, but 
this would require n sequential passes through steps 3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5, which 
would ruin any hope of bounding the time complexity of the whole procedure by 
a power of log n. In [-1 ], a condition analogous to 3.1.4(c) was achieved by finding 
a "separating point" for the polynomial q. The separating point, x s N, had the 
property that no more than 3k/4 of the roots of q lay on either side of x. In other 
words, x split the real line into two open half lines, each of which contained at least 
¼ of the roots of q. This method works nicely when all the roots of q are real, but 
it fails in the general contex for several important reasons. First, a single point does 
not split the complex plane the way that it does the real line; in our general case, we 
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need to somehow define "splitting regions" for q. The natural way out of this problem, 
when q has complex roots, is to create "splitting regions" from the splitting 
point x, by drawing some line through x. For example, we might hope that the 
point x found in [1] would, in the general case, have the property that at least k/4 
(or for that matter (1 -2 )k  for some fixed constant 1< 2 < 1) of the roots of q lie 
in each of the two open half planes {z: re(z)> x} and {z: re(z)< x}. However, not 
only is this not the case (in fact, for a general polynomial q, the method described 
in [1] may fail to compute any real value x, much less one that does the job of 
splitting the roots), even if it were true, the rest of the computation could fail 
because the splitting line, re(z) = x, might come too close to a root of q. 
In spite of all this, the splitting regions we shall construct will be defined by a real 
point x and some lines through it, but x will be computed in a new way; there will 
be more than one line through x and these lines will not be limited to any one 
particular direction. We begin with some notation. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let ~ be a complex number and 0.~< 7 < oo be real and 
non-negative. The complex plane is partitioned into four disjoint open sectors and 
their boundaries which are given by 
T1({, 7) = {z: -7  re(z - () < im(z - ~) < 7 re(z - ~)} (5.1.1) 
T_1(~, 7) = {z: 7 re(z - ~) < im(z -- ~) < -7  re(z -- ~)} (5.1.2) 
T~(~, 7) = {z: - im(z  - ~) < 7 re(z - ~) < im(z - ~)} (5.1.3) 
T; (~,  7) = {z: im(z - ~) < 7 re (z -  ~) < - im(z -  ~)}. (5.1.4) 
These sectors are pictured in Fig. 1. Note that for 7 = 0, TI(~, 7) = T_a((, 7)= ~3, 
and Ti(~, 7) and T i(~, 7) are the upper and lower half planes im(z)>im(~) and 
ira(z) < im(~), respectively. 
The solution to our problem is intimately tied to the computation of certain 
polynomial quotient and remainder sequences. Fast parallel methods for computing 
these sequences have already been presented in [12, 13, 30], so we will not discuss 
the specifics of their computation i this paper. Instead, we will treat their computa- 
tion as an elementary block (or unit) of Algorithm 3.1 and rely on the results in 
[12, 13, 30] for the necessary complexity bounds. Besides simplifying notation, this 
approach brings with it the advantage of clarifying the dependence of the 
complexity of Algorithm 3.1 on the complexity of this elementary block. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let s = (a l, a2 ..... al) be a sequence of real numbers. Denote by 
~U(s) = ~/F(al ..... as) the number of sign changes in s. A sign change is counted for 
each pair j < k such that aja k < 0, and a~ = 0 for all j < l < k. 
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FIGURE 1 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let u(x) and v(x) be polynomials with real coefficients. If 
deg(u) 1> deg(v), let to(x ) = u(x), q(x)  = v(x), ..., tt(x), be the "negative" polynomial 
remainder sequence for the pair u(x), v(x). That is, t j _ l (x)= c j (x) t j (x) - t j+~(x) ,  
where cj is a polynomial, deg(tj+ 1)< deg(tj), and tt+l = 0. For each real number a, 
we set 
~/-(u, v; a)= •(  to(a) .... , tl(a) ). (5.3.1) 
If deg(u) < deg(v), then write v(x) = c(x) u(x) + v~(x), where deg(vl) < deg(u) and 
define ~/~(u, v; a) = ~tf(u, vl ; a). 
The elementary unit of computation referred to in the section above will be the 
computation of ~(u,  v; a) for various pairs of polynomials u and v and various 
evaluation points a. The notation we will use to bound the complexity of this 
computation is given in the form of the following lemma. 
LE~MA 5.4. The computation of ~//~(u, v; a) is in NC in the following sense. 
Suppose that u, v are polynomials with rational coefficients of degree less than or 
equal to k, and that a is a rational number such that 
lul o~, [vl o~ < 2 ml 
Ilull, I/vii ~<M1 
fal < 2 m2 
(5.4.1) 
Ilall ~< M2. 
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Then the methods of [12, 13, 30] allow us to compute ~//~(u, v;a) in parallel time 
Sturm T(k, ml + M1, M2 + M2) using Sturm S(k, ml + M1, m2 q- M2) processors, 
and these quantities can be bounded above by 
Sturm T(k, L~, L2) ~ MT(k, L~) + Peval T(k, kLa + log k, L2) + log k 
(5.4.2) 
Sturm S(k, m, M) <<. k max{MS(k, La), Peval S(k, kL 1 + log k, L2) , tog k}. 
Here (as in Section 3) MT(k, l) and MS(k, l) are the parallel time and number of 
processors required to solve a k x k system of linear equations with /-bit integer 
coefficients; and Peval T(k, 11, 12) and Peval S(k, ll, 12) are the parallel time and 
number of processors required to evaluate a polynomial of degree k with ll-bit 
coefficients at an/l-bit  evaluation point 
Remark 5.4.3. In the parallel computation of ~(u,  v; a), the polynomials tj are 
not actually computed. Instead, positive constant multiples of the tj which have 
much smaller coefficients are computed. These polynomials will have coefficients 
with bit lengths bounded by the quantity appearing as the second argument o 
Peval T and Peval S in 5.4.2 (see [8, 9].) 
Remark 5.4.4. Using the same techniques it is also possible to compute the 
coefficients of the quotient polynomials c; (again, up to positive constant multiple) 
in the same parallel time using the same number of processors. 
The following theorem is well known and can be found in [14, Vol. 1 ]. 
THEOm~M 5.5 (Sturm). Let u(x) be a polynomial with real coefficients and no 
multiple roots, and let [a, b] an interval on the real line. I f  u(a) u(b) ¢ O, then the 
number of roots of u in the open interval (a, b) is equal to ~U(u, u'; a) - ~U(u, u'; b). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let u(x) and v(x) be polynomials with real coefficients, neither 
of which has multiple roots. I f  u(a)u(b)v(a)v(b)~0, then the number of roots 
common to both u and v in the open interval (a, b) is exactly ~(w, w' ;b) -  
~lf(w, w'; a), where w(x) = GCD(u, v). 
Remark 5.6.1. Note that if deg(u), deg(v)~< k, and if u and v have B-bit coef- 
ficients, then w will have coefficients of bit length at most B + k (Corollary 4.9), and 
w' will have coefficients of bit length at most B + k + log k. 
Sturm's theorem is a theorem about real zeros of real-valued polynomials, but 
with a little modification, we can use the same technique to gain information about 
complex zeros of complex-valued polynomials. For example, suppose we wish to 
count the number of complex zeros of a polynomial q(z) which lie on a line 
segment L in the complex plane. By applying an appropriate linear change of 
coordinates, we can change this into a problem which can be solved directly using 
Corollary 5.6. In order to be more precise about this, we introduce the following 
notation. 
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DEVIN~TION 5.7. If Z o ~ Za are two complex numbers, let a(Zo, z~ ; z) be the linear 
polynomial z0(1 - z) + z l z. 
If q(z)= k - k z j = 52j = o Jq (z )  = 52j=oqjZ j is a polynomial, set ~q(z )  re(~/j) and 
Z~=oim(~/j)z . Then q(z )=~q(z )+ i Jq (z )  and both ~q and Jq  have only real 
coefficients. When z is real, ~q(z )= re(q(z)) and J q (z )= im(q(z)), but of course 
this need not be true for complex values of z. The previous remark about counting 
zeros on line segments can now be stated in the following lemma, which is a direct 
consequence of Corollary 5.6. 
LEMMA 5.8. Suppose that q(z) is a complex polynomial, that L is a line segment 
in the complex plane with end points z o and z , , and that q( zo ) q( z j ) ~ O. Define q £ ( x ) 
by 
qL(x) = q(o(Zo, Zl ; x) ) (5.8.l) 
and let 
u(x) = ~qL(x) 
v(x) = JqL(x)  
w(x) = GCD(u, v). 
Then the number o f  complex zeros o f  q which lie on L is exactly 
~(w,  w'; 1) - ~(w,  w'; 0). (5.8.2) 
Surprisingly, Sturm's theorem can also be modified in a way that allows us to 
count complex zeros inside a polygonal region. The following theorem states how 
this can be done and is crucial to the construction of the root splitting regions that 
we need. The circle of ideas which leads to its proof is fairly well known and is 
attributed to Routh and Hurwitz [20]. 
THEORZM 5.9. Let q(z) be a polynomial with complex coefficients and no multiple 
roots. Let F= [Zo, Z 1 .... , zx_ l ]  be a positively oriented polygon in the complex 
plane, and for  the sake of  notation, set zx  = Zo and zx+ 1 = zl. Suppose that q(z) has 
no roots on ~1 ~, the boundary o f  1". For j = 0 ..... K we define 
~rj(x) = er(zj, zj+l; x) (5.9.1) 
qj(x) = q(oj(x)  (5.9.2) 
uj(x) = ~q j (x )  (5.9.3) 
vj(x) = Jq j (x ) .  (5.9.4) 
571/48/3-5 
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Then the number of roots of q inside F is exactly 
K--1 
½ ~ [~tF(uj, vj; 1 ) -  W(uj, D; 0)]. (5.9.5) 
j=0  
Remark 5.9.6. It is useful to note that the theorem does not require that uj(x) 
be non-zero at the end points. This extra requirement is often thought to be 
necessary for the theorem to be true, when in fact it does not matter. 
Sketch of Proof Let z: [0, 1 ] --* OF be a (positively oriented) parameterization 
of the boundary of F, which is injective on (0, 1), such that z (0)=r(1)=Zo.  For 
t ~ (0, 1 ), let j(t) be the largest index j with 0 ~< j < K such that z - t(zj) ~< t, and let 
j (0 )=0 and j(1) =K. For te  [0, 1] define 
$/'(t) = ~(u](t) , vj(o; ¢rj)-t~(z(t)) ) -- 3V'(uj(o, v](t) ; O) 
+ ~ [W(uj, vj;1)-W(uj,  vj;O)]. 
O<~j<j(t) 
(5.9.7)' 
Clearly ~//~(0)=0, and ¢"(1) is exactly the sum (without the factor ½) in 5.9.5. As 
in the usual proof of Sturm's theorem [18], ~(t) ,  can only change at a parameter 
value t=z- l ( z ) ,  where Nq(z)=0;  and at such t values, ~( t )  increases by one if 
arg(q) is increasing, decreases by one if arg(q) is decreasing, and remains the same 
otherwise. (In order to verify this, one must treat the t values corresponding to ver- 
tices slightly differently, but the argument is essentially the same as it is for the 
other t values.) Thus, ~(1)  must be twice the winding number of q around the 
boundary of the polygon F, which is, by Cauchy's theorem, twice the number of 
zeros of q inside F. | 
Note that if q e k JgM~m,, [z j ]<Bt,  and I[zjl[~<B2 for all O~j~K-1 ,  
then (by4.8) [qj[~<2~+m'(B1) k and [[qj[[~M+kB2 for all j. Combining this 
observation with Theorem 5.9 gives us the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.10. Suppose q e dgM#~, has no multiple roots and F is a triangle 
in the complex plane, with vertices zj = xj + iyj, j = O, 1, 2. I f  xj and yj are all rational 
numbers with Ixjl<k22 re+a, lyjl<k22 m+3, IIxjll<<.B, and Ilyjll<<.B, we can, in 
T3(k, m, m', M, B) parallel steps, using S3(k, m, m', M, B) processors, determine the 
number of roots of q on OF. I f  we know that there are no roots of q on OF, then we 
can, in T4(k, m, m', M, B) parallel steps, using S4(k, m, m', M, B) processors, 
determine the number of roots of q inside F. 
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Moreover, T3, $3, T4, and S 4 can  be bounded above by 
T3(k, m, m', M, B) ~< Peval T(k, m' + M, 21ogk + m+ B + 3) 
+ Psubs T(k, m' + M, 2 log k + m + B + 3) 
+gcd T(k, 2klogk +k(m+ B+ 5)+m' + M) 
+ Sturm T(k, (2k + 1 ) log k 
+k(m+ B+6)+m' + M, 1) (5.1o.1) 
$3 ~< 3(max{Peval S, Psubs S, gcd S, Sturm S}) (5.10.2) 
T4(k, m, m', M, B)<~ Psubs T(k, m' + M, 2 logk +m+ B+ 3) 
+ Sturm T(k, 2k log k + k(m + B + 5) 
+m' + M, 21ogk +m+ 3+ B) (5.1o.3) 
$4 ~< max{Psubs S, Sturm S} (5.10.4) 
Here Psubs T(k, ml,m2) and PsubsS(k, ml, m2) are the time and processor 
complexity to compute ach the polynomial substitution q(a(x)) given that q is of 
degree k and has ml-bit coefficients and that a is linear and has m2-bit coefficients. 
Also, gcd T(k, l) and gcd S(k, l) are the time and processor complexity to compute 
the GCD of two degree-k polynomials with /-bit coefficients. (The arguments to 
each of the functions occurring in 5.10.2 and 5.10.4 are meant o be the same as the 
corresponding arguments occurring in 5.10.1 and 5.10.3.)In particular, Corollary 
5.10 allows us to decide--in NC(k, m, m', M, B)--if q has any roots in the closed 
triangle F. 
Now let x be a point on the real line. We can use x as the vertex of 4k + 2 regions 
defined by 
U + (x, j)= Tl (X, k(2k+ l )) - T~ [~X, k(2k(J-1)  (5.11.1) 
~(2k+1)) r_l ~:(2k+1)] (5.11.2) 
for j=  1, 2, ..., 2k+ 1. 
A polynomial with real coefficients has roots which are symmetric about the real 
axis. If p(q)~<2 m(we know this to be true of the polynomials occurring in 3.1.3) 
and Ix] ~<2 m, then q has exactly twice as many roots in the closure of U+(x,j) as 
it does in the closure of the triangle Fj(x) = Ix, x+ ~j-1, x+ ~j], where ~j= (k(2k 
+ 1 ) + j'/) 2 m. Similarly, q has exactly twice as many roots in the closure of U_ (x, j) 
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as it does in the closure of the triangle F_ j (x)  = Ix, x -~ j ,  x -~ j -1 ] .  Clearly, if q 
is of degree k, and if x is not itself a root of q, then there is at least one value of 
j, l~<j~<2k+l ,  such that both U+(x,j)  and U (x, j )  contain no roots of q. 
k If Ifxll ~<B and qe J/dM~m,, then we can, using Corollary 5.10, find such a value 
o f j  in 
parallel steps, using 
T3(k , m, m', M, B) + Ta(k, m, m', M, B) (5.11.3) 
(4k + 2)[max{S3(k, m, m', M, B), S4(k , m, m', M, B)}] (5.11.4) 
processors. This is precisely the construction we need in order to define the key idea 
of splitting regions. 
DEFINITION 5.12. Suppose q e JgM~,  and q(x) ¢ O. Let 1 ~< j ~< (2k + 1) be an 
integer such that q has no roots in U+(x, j) v U_(x, j), and set 
= k(2k + 1 ) + (j - 1/2) i. (5.12.1) 
A q-splitting of the complex plane at x, is the pair of (real) lines (L+, L_), where 
L+ is the (real) line passing through x and x+ ~ and L_ is the (real) line passing 
through x and x + (. The geometry of this definition is pictured in Fig. 2; regions 
where q has no roots are shaded. Note that we can represent any q-splitting by a 
pair (x, j), where x is a real number and j is an integer (1 ~< j ~< 2k + 1 ). 
im(z) 
L~ re( )
FIG. 2. The shaded regions are root free. 
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Remark 5.12.2. While Definition 5.12 makes sense for any real x, in the context 
of Algorithm 3.1, the only values of x that will be considered are those for which 
Ixl ~<2 m and Ilxll ~<~. Thus, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will implicitly 
assume that all splitting points have this extra restriction on their bit lengths. 
DEFINITION 5.13. Suppose that S = (L+, L_ )  is a q-splitting at x and that 7 is 
the slope of L +. Then define 
q+(S;z)= I] (z-rj) (5.13.1) 
rjE TI(X, y ) 
q (S;z)= [[ (z-rj) (5.13.2) 
rje T_l(X,y ) 
w(S;z)= I~ (z-rs). (5.13.3) 
rjE Ti(x,y ) 
All the roots of q+(S;z), q_(S;z), and w(S;z) lie in Tl(X, 7), T a(x, 7), and 
Ti(x, 7), respectively; and 
q(z) = q+(S; z) q_(S; z) w(S; z) #(S; z). (5.13.4) 
When the q-splitting S is understood, we will write q+ (z) and q_ (z) as shorthand 
for q+(S;z) and q (S;z). 
In the next section we will show how (given a q-splitting S) to compute ql(z) and 
qz(z) which are "good" approximations to q+ (z) and q_ (z), respectively. The same 
process could give us a good approximation to the polynomial w(z), but for the 
purposes of our basic algorithm this will not be necessary, because we are only 
trying to approximate real roots. 
Clearly the notion of a q-splitting at x is not unique, there could be several values 
o f j  which satisfy the conditions of Definition 5.12; but for our purposes, any one 
of them will do equally well, and an important property of the definition is that we 
have a fast parallel method for finding at least one q-splitting at x (according to 
5.11.3 and 5.11.4). 
6. APPROXIMATE FACTORS BY CONTOUR INTEGRATION 
Let Q(z) be a polynomial of degree k, with roots ra ..... rk. In this section we will 
use the notation ss(Q)= r{ + ... +r~. In [1] it is shown that if p(Q)< 2 "~+a, and 
if we have a collection of approximations ~j(1 <<.j<.k) satisfying 
]ss -- sj (Q)] < 2 -M-  17mk 2, (6.1) 
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then we can, simply by solving a k x k system of linear equations with coefficients 
chosen from the Jj, compute an approximation ~ to Q satisfying [~-  Q[~ < 2 -M. 
The method for doing this is a consequence of the Newton identities for polyno- 
mials [15]. Thus, in order to find the good polynomial approximations, ql and q2, 
to the polynomials q+ and q_ in Definition 5.13, we will first find the degrees, kl 
and kz, of q+ and q_, respectively, and then compute approximations of the 
appropriate precision, Slj ( J= 1, ..., kl), and s2j ( J= 1 .... , k2) to ss(q+ ) and sj(q_), 
respectively. The ~u and ~2j will be computed by evaluating, to high enough 
precision, the contour integrals 
1 fo zJq'(z) dz (6.2) 
ss(q+)=~i~i r+ q(z) 
1 fo zSq'(z) dz (6.3) 
ss(q-)=2-~i r_ q(z) ' 
where F+ and F_ are triangles determined by the splitting lines L+ and L_ ,  and 
certain vertical ines which are far away from the roots of q. (These ideas were 
discovered and used independently in [-32].) 
We will now concentrate on computing the Su approximations to the ss(q+ ). 
The reader will see that the computation of the ~2j is nearly identical and can be 
performed in parallel; so we will, for the rest of this section, use q in place of q +, 
~j instead of glS, k instead of kl, and we will assume that the splitting point x is 
given. 
As before, we let 7 be the slope of the splitting line L+. (Note that 7 is a rational 
number of the form (2 l -  1)/2k(2k + 1) for some integer 1 ~ l~< 2k + 1.) We also fix 
v, a positive integer such that 2 ~+2 is less than A(x, q), the minimum distance 
from x to any root of q, and set 6 = 2-L (Recall that, by Definition 5.12, q(x)#0,  
so such an integer v does exist. In the context of our basic algorithm, we will be 
able to pick this constant in such a way that 6 is not too small, but for now we 
leave it unspecified.) For the rest of the paper we shall be assuming that we are 
dealing with a polynomial q having the properties 
p(q) <<. 2 m 
k q e d/l m ~ m ,. 
Let z be the greatest integer less than or equal to 6 + 2 log k, and set e = 2-L We 
define a sequence of points ~h on L+ by 
~o~X 
~x=x+6+73i  
~h+l =X+ (1 +e)(~h- -X)=X+ (1 "]- g) h-1 (6 "q-~ hi). 
(6.4) 
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Let Z = ~K, where K is the smallest integer larger than 64k2(m + 2 + v), and define 
F= F+ to be the triangle Ix, Z, Z]. 
We note the following facts about this construction, which hold for all 0 ~< h ~< K. 
[re(~h)] < 22(m+2)+v+ 1 (6.5) 
[im(~h)[ < 22(m + 2)+ ~+ 1 
[[~h[[ ~<max{llxl[, 11611 +(64k2(m+Z+v) ) (6+Zlogk)}  (6.6) 
Ire(Z)[ > 2 m+2 (6.7) 
[~h+,  - ffhl < ¼A(~h, q). (6 .8 )  
Note that (6.5) and (6.7) essentially follow from the inequalities 2< (1 + 1/j)J<4, 
which hold for all positive integers j, and that (6.6) is trivial. The last property, 
(6.8), follows from Definition 5.12. 
From (6.7) we see that the vertical side of F is well outside of p(q), the root 
radius of q, and hence all the roots of q which are in T~(x, ~,) are contained in the 
interior of F. Note also that if F comes to us through the procedures of Section 5, 
then we already know the number of roots of q inside F, which is exactly the 
degree, k, of q +. Thus we shall take it for granted that k is known. We now concen- 
trate on computing j for some fixed, but arbitrary 1 ~< j ~< k. Again, the reader will 
see that the method used allows for the computation of all of the gj in parallel. 
In order to perform the integration around ~F, we split the integral into three 
parts 
+fx ; rdZ=f~+Zdz+;~++ z dz x+zdZ=I~+I~+I~.  (6.9) 
If we can compute approximations I{, 7~, and 7~ such that, for l = 1, 2, 3, 
Y¢-I¢1 < 2 -M-  17mk --2 (6.10) 
then by adding these approximations, we will obtain an approximation 7J=~j 
which satisfies (6.1). We will concentrate first on the approximate valuation of 
+ Z c l z= 
Let fj(z) be the meromorphic function zJq'(z)/q(z). At each ~h, we can expand a 
finite number of terms of the Taylor series off,  obtaining 
f ( z )  ~- ~hO + Othl(Z -- [h) + "'" + Otht(Z -- ~h)t 4- Rht(X ) = rht(Z ) 4- Rht(Z ) (6.11) 
Let dh = [~h + 1 -- ~h], Bh = { Z: ]Z -- ~h[ < 2dh } and define 
Mh = max [f(z)l. (6.12) 
z~ 
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It follows from the Cauchy estimates fo r f  [28], that for all z in the closed disk of 
radius dh centered at ~h: 
IRh,(Z)l < Mh2 -t. (6.13) 
In particular, this estimate holds for all z on the closed line segment joining ~h and 
~h+l"  
Now from Definition 5.12 and the definition of 6, we see that for all z in the 
closed ball [z - ~h] <~ 2dh, A(z, q) > 2dh > 2e6. Thus, for all h, we have 
M h =max ~<max ]z j ] k(A(z, q))- i  
z~B"~h l=1  Z~hh 
k2J(2(m + 2) - log 6 + 2) 
< 2e6 (6.14) 
Combining (6.13) and (6.14), we obtain 
IRht(z )l < 2 j(2(m + 2)+ v + 2) + 5 + 31°gk + v - t  (6.15) 
for all z on the closed segment [~h, (h+l] ~L+.  
Suppose then that we define 7~ by 
K ~h 
l~ = - 2 f¢ Tht(z ) dz 
h=l  h 1 
K t 
O~lh I+ 1). 
= Z Z 
h=l  l=0  
(6.16) 
If the arithmetic in this sum were carried out exactly, we would have 
K ~h dz 
h 1 h-1 
< IZ - -x [  2J(2(m+2) +v+2)+5+31°gk+v- t  
2 J (2 (m+2)+v+2)+3m+2v+31ogk+ 11-  t (6.17) 
The arithmetic in (6.16) could be carried out exactly if we choose to calculate with 
rational numbers. (We need to check that the integers involved do not get too 
large, but this is easy to do.) Alternatively, we may choose to only approximate 
each term in the outer sum of (6.16) to within 2-' .  In this case we have 
I~ j __ iJ3[ • 2J(2(m+ 2)+ v + 2)+ 3rn + 2v+ 31ogk + l l - - t  "l- K2 - t  
2 j (2 (m+2)+v+2)+3m+2v+31°gk+13- t  (6.18.1) 
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For the purpose of our application in Algorithm 3.1, we will see in the next 
section that it is always possible to take v=#;  so, by (6.1), we see that it suffices 
to  use  
t=k(2(m+2)+#+2)+3m+2#+31ogk+M+17mk+13.  (6.18.2) 
Since the polynomial q has real coefficients, I{ = - i~,  and so we do not need to 
calculate 7~ separately. The calculation of 7~ is very similar, but actually much 
easier. This is because the whole segment [Z, Z]  is "far away" from the roots of q, 
so we can approximate the integral by only expanding the Taylor series o f f  at a 
fixed small number of points. For example, 16 points will certainly suffice. 
If we define the functions Taylor T(k, ml, m2, t) and Taylor S(k, m~, m 2, t) as the 
time and processor complexity to compute t terms of the Taylor series expansion 
of the quotient of two polynomials having m~/bit coefficients around a point with 
bit length m2, then the net result of this section is 
TI-mOREM 6.19. Let q(z)~ dCM~km , be the polynomial occurring in 3.1.3, let x be 
a real (rational) number with q(x)~O, fxl ~<2 m, lixll ~ ,  and A(x, q)>2 -u. I f  
S= (L+, L_) is a q-splitting at x, then we can compute polynomials ql(z) and q2(z) 
in J/gM~m' satisfying 
Iq~ -- q+ Iv < 2 -~t (6.19.1) 
Iq2 -- q-  I~ < 2-M. (6.19.2) 
Moreover, if we let Ts(k, m, m', M, #) and Ss(k, m, m', M, #) be the time and 
processor complexity for this computation, then 
Ts(k, m, m', M, #)<<, Taylor T(k, m' + M+ log k, M1, t)+ MT(k, M+ 17mk 2) 
$5 ~ max{ (64k2(m +/t + 4) + 16) Taylor S, MS}. (6.19.3) 
Here we are taking (by (6.5) and (6.6)) 
M1 = 2(m + #) + 5 + 64k2(m + # + 2)(6 + 2 log k) 
and we are taking t to be the value defined in (6.18.2). (As usual, Taylor S and MS 
take the same arguments as Taylor T and MT.) 
Although this section has generalized the concept of a splitting point to the con- 
cept of a splitting region, for polynomials which have complex as well as real roots, 
we have not quite solved the problem of computing the approximate factors ql and 
q2 in 3.1.4. In this section the real point, x, has been essentially arbitrary, except for 
the mild restrictions on the bit lengths of x and the restriction that A(x, q)> 2 -~. 
The crucial property that we have yet to satisfy is 3.1.4(c), and to do this, we must 
find a value of x which is "reasonably centered" with respect o the roots of q, while 
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at the same time making sure that [Ixll does not become too large, and that A(x, q) 
does not becometoo small. Most importantly, we must be able to find this special 
value of x using only calculations with polylog complexity bound. This will be the 
task of the next section. 
7. FINDING A BALANCED SPLITTING POINT 
For the rest of this paper we will, for the sake of simplicity, fix 2 23 Having ~---~-~. 
fixed 2 we now define 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let q(z) be a polynomial of degree k and x a real number with 
A(x, q)> 2 -~ and Ijxll ~<~. Let 7 =k- l ,  and let kl and k 2 be the number of roots 
of q in Tx(x, 7) and T_l(x, ~), respectively. We say that x is a balanced splitting 
point for q if 
max{k~, k2} ~< 2k. (7.1.1) 
Remark 7.1.2. With certain modifications to the techniques of this section (see 
7.6.1 ), it would be possible to take 2 = 5, but we will not concern ourselves with this 
improvement, leaving the problem of finding the optimal value of 2 for future work. 
Our task in this section is to find a balanced splitting point x when q is the poly- 
nomial occurring in 3.1.3. To simplify things, we are in need of still more geometric 
notation. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let Cu = {zeC: im(z )>0} and CL= {zeC: im(z )<0} be the 
open upper and lower half planes of the complex plane. If ~ e C u we define 
A(~)=Ar(~)=T ; ( ( , '~)nCu.  (7.2.1) 
Similarly, when ~ • CL we define 
A(~) = A~(~) = r , (5  V) a eL.  (7.2.2) 
In both cases, we define 
e(¢) = P~(~) = A(~) c~ ~. (7.2.3) 
When ~ e N, we define A(~) = P(~) = {~} (see Fig. 3). 
DEFINITION 7.3. Let f(x) be a continuous, complex valued function of a real 
variable, and let [a, b] ~ N be a closed interval. If f has no zeros in [a, b], 
we denote by Aba(arg(f)) the net change in the argument o f f  as x increases from 
ato b. 
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tan-IT ~ P(~l ) i(tan-I 7 
im(z) 
A(~2) -~ 
P(~2) re(z) 
FIGUR~ 3 
We can now prove the following crucial theorem. For the application we have in 
mind, the constants involved can be improved, but we will prove the theorem in full 
generality first, since it has some interest in its own right. The version of the 
theorem that we will use is given in Theorem 7.6. With it we will be able to deduce 
geometric information about the roots of the polynomial q in 3.1.3. 
Tm~ORI~M 7.4. Let w(z) be a monic polynomial of degree k >1 21 with complex 
coefficients and no multiple roots. Set 20 15 u(x)=~w(x) ,  v(x)=Iw(x),  and 
7 = k-1. As in Definition 5.3, we let to(X) = u(x), q(x) = v(x), and 
tj_ l(x) = q(x) tax) -  tj+ ,(x). (7.4.1) 
Let ~ be a complex number, and suppose that the number of roots of w contained in 
the set Ar ( ( ) -  • is at least 20k. Then at least one of the quotient polynomials cj is 
both linear, and has its (one) root contained in P~(~). 
Proof We will restrict the proof to the case im(~)< 0. Except for a few sign 
changes, the proof of the case im(() > 0 is nearly identical, while the case im(~) = 0 
is trivial, since it can only happen when deg(w)= 1. We now have two cases to 
consider: 
Case 1. w has no real roots. 
Case 2. w has real roots. 
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Restricting our attention first to Case 1, we consider the sequence Sw = 
[t0(x), ta(X), ..., tl(x)] as x varies on the real line. Since w has no real roots, u and 
v can have no real roots in common, and hence 
tl(x) is of constant sign Vx ~ N. (7.4.2) 
From this we deduce, as in the proof of Sturm's theorem, that as x increases on the 
real line, the number of sign changes in the sequence s can change only at a root 
of u, and there the number of sign changes will increase if arg(w(x)) is increasing 
and they will decrease if arg(w(x)) is decreasing. 
Let PT(~)= [a, b]. Since 
k 
Aba(arg(w)) = ~ Aba(arg(x-- rj)) (7.4.3) 
j= l  
we have 
A](arg(w)) < - (2ok) [~-  2 tan -~ 7] + re(1 - 20) k 
~< -[ (240 - 1) k -20]  re< - [ (220-  1) k -  1] re. (7.4.4) 
For t s N, let I(t) denote the greatest integer less than or equal to t. Then it follows 
from the previous section that 
qs=~(u ,v ;a ) -V(u ,v ;b )>>. I ( (2 ,~o-1)k -1 )>>. (22o-1)k -2 .  (7.4.5) 
We say that j (1 <~ j ~< l -  1) is an oscillation index if both of the following two 
conditions hold: 
sign(tj_ l(b)) = sign(tj (b)) = sign(tj+ ~(b)) 
sign(tj_ ,(a)) = -sign(tj(a)) = sign(tj+ l(a)). 
(7.4.6) 
We want to show that there are many oscillation indices. So suppose that there are 
J of these indices. Then 
2q~<~ 2J  + (l--  l - -  J) + 2 = J  + l + l. (7.4.7) 
Since l<<.k, we can combine this with (7.4.5) to obtain 
J>~ (420 - 3) k - 5. (7.4.8) 
It is now easy to see that, for k >~ 21, this can only happen if 
s> k (7.4.9) 
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and this in turn implies that for at least one oscillation index t, c, is linear. But 
c,(x) t,(x) = t, l(X) + t,+l(x) (7.4.10) 
and, by definition of an oscillation index, the sign of the right-hand side is the same 
as the sign of t,(x) when they are evaluated at b, but opposite when they are 
evaluated at a. This can only happen if the sign of c,(a) is opposite the sign of c,(b), 
and this implies that c, must have a root in [a, b] = P(~). This completes the proof 
of Case 1. To prove Case 2, we reduce it to Case 1 by the following simple 
argument. Let 
~(z )= l-[ ( z - r i ) .  (7.4.11) 
rj~R 
Then Case 1 applies to the polynomial wl(z) = w(z)/~(z). But the ej computed for 
Wl are exactly the same as the cj computed for w. | 
Now suppose that w(z), instead of being an arbitrary polynomial with complex 
coefficients, is instead a polynomial of the form w(z)=wo(z+~i) ,  where a~ 
and Wo is a polynomial with real coefficients, and suppose also that the ~ in the 
statement of Theorem 7.4 has the property that [im(~)l < 2 [~[. Then the estimate in 
(7.4.4) can be improved to 
Ab(arg(w)) < -(20k)[~r - 2 tan -~ 73 + (n/Z)(1 - 2o) k. (7.5) 
If we then follow the same analysis as in the rest of the proof of Theorem 7.4, we 
are led to 
THEOREM 7.6. Suppose that w(z)=Wo(z+~i ), where 7E ~ and w o has real 
coefficients. In the statement of Theorem 7.4, replace the value of 2 o by 2 o = 11 and, -fi, 
as before, assume that deg(w)>>-21. Also add the extra assumption that lim(ff)l < 
2 Ic~]. Then the conclusion of Theorem 7.4 still holds. 
Remark 7.6.1 For our application, it will actually be possible to take 2o = 2, but 
showing how to do this is a bit tedious, so we will not give the proof here. (The 
idea behind this remark is due to M. Ben-Or.) 
We now have the tool to compute a balanced splitting point x for our poly- 
nomial q in 3.1.3. This will be done by computing several values of x in parallel and 
invoking Theorem 7.6 to conclude that at least one of them must be a balanced 
smpitting point. (For the remainder of the paper we will use the value 2o 11 = ~ as  in  
Theorem 7.6.) The set of points we construct will be called Rq, and we do so via 
the following steps: 
7.7.0. Start with Rq = {--2 m, zq, 2m}, where Yq is the (real) number qk- i /k  
rounded to the nearest/~ bits of precision. (The point is that ~q is essentially the 
mean of all the roots of q, the rounding is done only to keep the intermediate bit 
lengths bounded.) 
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7.7.1. For each integer j , -#  + 1 ~<j~<m + 1, we construct the sequence of 
quotient polynomials c0 (see Remark 5.4.4) occurring in the negative polynomial 
remainder sequence for uj(x) and vj(x), where wj(z) is the polynomial 
wj(z) = q(z + Ui), (7.7.1.1) 
and the polynomials uj and vj are as in the statement of Theorem 7.4. 
7.7.2. For each root r of a linear quotient ca(x ), we add to Rq each of the 
three rational numbers r + kU, r which are less than 2 '~ in absolute value. 
7.7.3. For each x now in Rq with Ilxll > ~-  1, we compute Xl and x 2 which 
are simply the values of x rounded up and down to the nearest /~-1  bits of 
precision. More precisely, 
xl =2  ~+1L2. - lxA 
(7.7.3.1) 
X2=2-~ +1 [-2~- 1X-]. 
We then remove x from Rq and add the two numbers x1 and x2. All other x (those 
with Ilx[] ~< #-  2) we leave in Rq unchanged. 
7.7.4. For each x in Rq, compute q(x), q (x+2-~) ,  and q(x -2 -~) .  If 
q(x) = 0, then replace x by x - 2 -~+ 1 and go on to step 7.7.5. If q(x) q(x + 2 -" )  ~< 0, 
then replace x by x -2 -u  and go on to step 7.7.5. If q(x)q(x-2-~)~< 0, then 
replace x by x + 2 -~ and go on to step 7.7.5. Otherwise, leave x unchanged. 
7.7.5. Check each x in Rq to see if it is a balanced splitting point for q; if not 
remove it. 
7.7.6. Select one (any) value of x now in Nq. 
The steps themselves we perform in sequence, but within each step, the computa- 
tions performed for the various values of x are done in parallel. The results of the 
previous sections tell us that the computation of each step can be done in NC, 
so that as long as it is never the case that Rq is empty at the end of 
7.7.5, steps 7.7.1-7.7.6 provide us with an NC implementation of an S-node of 
Algorithm 3.1, which in turn (via the analysis of Section 3) gives us a solution to the 
polynomial root isolation problem. Thus, the fundamental result of this section is 
THEOREM 7.8. At the end of step 7.7.5, 
Rq ~=~J 
and for every x ~ R, 
(7.8.1) 
IX] ~< 2 m (7.8.2) 
tlxll ~ (7.8.3) 
A(x, q) > 2 -". (7.8.4) 
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Proof The essence of the computation occurs in steps 7.7.1 and 7.7.2. The 
remaining steps are inserted merely as part of our general effort to keep bit lengths 
bounded throughout Algorithm 3.1. Keeping this in mind, for ~ ~ CL, we let 
H+(~') = TI(~, 7)u T_,(~ r, 7)u  TI((, 7)u T~((, 7) 
H (() = T_a(~', 7) u T_~(~, 7) u T 1((, 7) t,..) T i ( (  ' 7) 
(7.9) 
(see Fig. 4), and let h+(~) and h (if) be the number of roots of q in H+(~) and 
H_ (if), respectively. We also let a(~) be the number of roots of q in A~(~) u At( 0. 
It is not difficult to see that there must be a ~ ~ CL such that 
h (~))(~2~°)k (7.10.1) 
a(~) ~> 2ok. 
(Recall that the regions defined above are closed, so in particular, they share their 
boundaries.) Moreover, it follows from (2.8) and 4.1 that such a ff must satisfy 
2-.~<im(0~<2 m+l. (7.10.2) 
I im(z) 
FIG. 4. The shaded region is H+(~). The diamond shaped region in the center is the region 
A(ff) u A(~). The region H(ff) can be seen as the reflection ofH÷ (if) in the vertical line re(z)= re(C). 
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So suppose ff ~CL is some fixed point satisfying (7.10.1) and (7.10.2) and let x be 
any point in P~(~). For 0 ~< 7 '< 7, we let k+ (x) and k_(x)  be the number of roots 
of q in TI(X, 7') and T I(X , 7' ), respectively. For all such 7', the region Tl(X, 7') is 
contained in the complement of the region H (~), except for the possibility that x 
is one of the end points of P~(~), in which case rl(x, 7')~H_(~)={x}. A 
symmetric onsideration holds for the regions T~(x, 7') and H+(~). Thus, as long 
as A(x, q)> 2-~(in fact we only need q(x)¢0), we have 
k+(x) <~ 1 
k_(x) <. 1 
- h_(~) ~< (,~o/2) k 
- h+(~) ~< (20/2) k. 
(7.11) 
In words, any such x (according to Definition 7.1) must be a balanced splitting 
point for q, except (possibly) for the technical restrictions on ]x[ and Ihx[I. 
We know that ~ exists, but we cannot immediately construct a balanced splitting 
point for q because we have no idea of its location. Nevertheless, we now claim that 
after the execution of step 7.7.2 at least one of the points in the set Rq is a balanced 
splitting point for q. 
To prove this claim, suppose first that k < 21. In this case, the proof is almost 
trivial. This is because ~q, which is "very near to" the mean of the real parts of the 
roots of q, is explicitly included in Rq (7.7.0). One can easily check that when 
k < 21, this is always a balanced splitting point for q. (Note that if k < 21, then the 
definition of a balanced splitting point only requires that max{k1, k2} ~< k -- 1.) 
So we may now assume that k~>21. By (7.11), to show that Rq contains a 
balanced splitting point for q, it is enough to show that 
Rq 1'~ P?(~) ~ ~;  (7.12) 
that is, at least one of the points in the set Rq is in P~(~). 
In order to prove (7.12), first note that by Lemma 4.1, if x~P~(~) and x~>2 m 
then 2 m must also be in PT(~)" Similarly, if x E P~(~) and x ~< -2  m then -2  m must 
also be in P~(~). Let P~(~)= [a, b] and let j be an integer between -# + 1 and 
m + 1 which satisfies 
U-  1 <~ ira(0 ~< U. (7.13) 
Then, applying Theorem 7.6 to wj(z), we see that at least one of the linear quotient 
polynomials c,j corresponding to wj must have its root, call it x, in [a', b'] = 
[a-kU, b +k2 j] (see Fig. 5). Now (7.13) implies 
kU < b - a ~< kU + 1. (7.14) 
There are only three possibilities. Either x itself is in P~(~), or a' ~x  <a,  or 
b<x<~b'. If x~P~(~), and Ix] <2 m, then the claim, (7.12), is trivial. If x~P~(~) 
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,ira(z) 
re(z) 
~ ~im(z)  :-2J " - i2 J  
~-izJ  
Fro. 5. The real and imaginary axes are drawn in the coordinate system of the polynomial wj(z). 
The diamond shaped figure which contains "many" roots can be thought of a s the region A(~) • (A(0 
of Fig. 4 shifted in the imaginary direction by a distance -U .  
and Ixl t> 2 m, then (7.12) is still true because of step 7.7.0 and the remark at the 
beginning of this proof. 
Suppose that a' ~< x < a. Then 
x+kU~a'  +kU=a (7.15) 
and (7.12) implies 
x+kU<a+kU<b. (7.16) 
Again, as in the case xeP~,(~), (7.12) is true whether or not [x+kU[<2 m. 
A similar argument holds when b<x~b', and thus the proof of (7.12) is 
complete. 
We are now essentially done with the proof of Theorem 7.8. Step 7.7.3 is perfor- 
med only in order to satisfy the bit length requirement on splitting points. It is a 
consequence of (7.10.2) that (7.12) is not changed by this step. In fact, the reason 
that we round x both up and down in 7.7.3 is precisely in order to guarantee that 
(7.12) remains true. The verification is tedious, but straightforward, and so it is left 
to the reader. 
Step 7.7.4 is performed in order to guarantee (7.8.4). The fact that it does the job 
is an easy consequence of (2.8). (Note that (2.8) implies that any root of q which 
571/48/3-6 
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is within 2-"  of x must be a real root.) Again the reader can check, as in step 7.7.3, 
that (7.12) is not changed in the process. | 
All that is left to analyze the complexity of the steps 7.7.0-7.7.6. Step 7.7.1 can be 
performed in T6(k, m, m', #) parallel steps using S~(k, m, m', #) processors, where 
T6(k, m, m', #) ~< Psubs T(k, m' + M, m + #) 
+ Sturm T(k, (m+#+ 1)k+m'+M+logk,  1)
S~ ~< (m + #)(max{Psubs S, Sturm S}). 
(7.17) 
At this stage, the number of points in Rq is at most k(m + #). Steps 7.7.2-7.7.4 can 
increase this number to at most 6k(m+#). Moreover, we can ignore the work 
involved in these steps since they can all be performed in NC 1 using linearly many 
processors. It follows from Corollary 5.10 that step 7.7.5 can be performed in 
Tv(k, m, m', #) parallel steps using S7(k, m, m', #) processors, where 
Tv(k, m, m', #) <~ T3(k, m, m', M, #) + T4(k, m, m', M, #) 
$7 ~< (6k(m + #))(max{S3, 4} ). 
(7.18) 
In both (7.17) and (7.18), the quantity M is defined by (4.11.2). 
The entire computation of an S-node of Algorithm 3.1 then is given by first 
performing steps 7.7.0-7.7.6 and then performing the numerical integration of 
Section 6 on both sides of the balanced splitting point that comes out of step 7.7.6. 
The result is that we can finally bound the crucial quantities Y-(k, m', M) and 
5°(k, m', M) defined in Section 3 by 
J-(k, m', M) <~ T6(k, m, m', #) + TT(k, m, m', #) + T5(k, m, m', M, #) (7.19) 
f S6(k'm"M) ) 
5P(k, m', M)~max J ST(k, m', #) ~. (7.20) 
I, S5(k, m', M, #)J  
From [ 11 ] we obtain the estimates 
MT(k, m) = O(log k(log k + log m)) 
MS(k, m) = O(k ~ + 1 + 1/2m) 
(7.21) 
(where f2--2.351) and, combining these with the results of the previous sections 
and the methods of [12, 13, 30] for elementary matrix and polynomial computa- 
tions and using (4.11.2) to estimate M= O(n(n +m + #)), we have 
~-(k, m', M) = O(log k(log k + log(re' + M))) 
= O(log n log(n + m + #)). (7.21) 
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Using (7.17), we can also estimate 
S 6 = O((m + #) k(k a+ 1 + 1/2M) ) 
= O(n a + 3 + m(m + #)(n + m + #)) (7.22) 
$7 = O( k(m + #) k( k a+ 1 + 1/2M) ) 
= O(n 0+4+ 1/2(m + #)(n + m + #)). (7.23) 
From [ 13 ] we obtain the estimates 
Taylor S(k, ml,  mz, t) = o(tZ(ml + m2)). (7.24) 
So, using (6.18.2), we can estimate t = O(n(nm + #)), obtaining 
$5 = O(k2(m + #) (n(nm + #))2 (n(n + m + #))) 
= O(nS(nm + #)2 (m + #)(n + m + #)). (7.25) 
So Y(k, m', M) is dominated by the Taylor series computation and we have 
5a(k, m', M)  = O(nS(nm + #)2 (m + #)(n + m + #)). 
Finally then, from Section 3 we have 
J (A )  = O(log 2 n log(n + m + #)) 
5~(A) = O(n6(nrn + #)2 (m + #)(n + m + #)). 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
(7.28) 
8. CONCLUSION 
There are two ways in which the result in this paper can be extended to multi- 
variate polynomials. The first is to solve the problem of approximating the 
solutions of systems of polynomials in several variables in parallel. This has already 
been done by Renegar in [24, 25]. There he needed a univariate result which did 
not exist at the time, but is now provided by this paper. The second way to extend 
our result is to remember that in one dimension, the problem of root finding and 
the problem of factoring over the complex numbers are one and the same. Thus one 
can try to solve the problem of approximating the absolutely irreducible factors 
of a multivariate polynomial in parallel. This has now been solved by Kaltofen 
in [16]. 
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